Aerostructural optimization is a keystone process to concurrently improve aerodynamic performance and reduce the structural mass of an aircraft. The increasing raise of composite materials in modern aircraft structures noticeably increased structural flexibility. In this context, fluid-structure interactions are to be considered when designing such highly-flexible structures. Optimization based on tightly integrated highfidelity aerostructural analysis is particularly attractive because many of the objectives and constraints relevant to aircraft design include both aerodynamic and structural responses. To improve the design by considering a large number of parameters, gradient-based multi-disciplinary design optimization (MDO) techniques are required and now effective and widely used [1] , [2] . However, gradient-based MDO is efficient if the computation of gradients is fast and accurate. This means that efficient solution strategies are required for the coupled problem driving the nonlinear multi-disciplinary analysis (MDA) and for the coupled linear sensitivity analysis for gradient computation purpose.
Two major approaches have been addressed in the literature: the partitioned approach and more recently the monolithic approach. The partitioned approach (also referred to as staggered method) has been used extensively in past research [3] , [4] , [5] (including at ONERA [6] , [7] , [8] ). It is easier to implement, as it allows reusing existing routines from monodisciplinary solvers. However, this approach may lack of robustness when considering strong fluid-structure interactions and requires advanced relaxation techniques which then often lead to large computational costs. On the other hand, the monolithic approach offers a promising alternative which aims at solving the coupled system directly using iterative techniques. However, other difficulties linked to the numerical complexity of the fully coupled system arise and advanced scaling and preconditioning strategies associated to efficient iterative solvers are required (see [10] for an illustration of an advanced iterative Krylov solver applied to CFD problems). In addition, the nonlinear solution process for the coupled MDA problem often requires a non trivial initialization step [2] , [9] . Also recent demonstrations have only been performed on inviscid flows governed by the Euler equations, which makes the current conclusions by the authors difficult to extend to RANS simulations.
The envisaged work plan of this PhD will be as follows:
o Literature review of iterative solvers and preconditioners best suited for structured-mesh CFD problems.
Specifically, preconditioners, domain decomposition methods and advanced Krylov iterative solvers will be reviewed (see [11] for a comprehensive review). Some demonstrative numerical experiments will be performed with the core solver of the elsA CFD software. New promising solution techniques will be implemented and tested in a modular Python environment wrapping the elsA solver.
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o Review of steady aeroelastic solution process and existing coupled-gradient computational approaches for aerostructural design [8] .
o Explore alternative monolithic solution strategies for the coupled nonlinear MDA problem and the coupled tangent/adjoint linear sensitivity analysis problems. This exploratory work will be performed in a modular Python environment that will allow rapid and flexible prototyping of promising preconditioners and solvers.
o Demonstrate the new fully-coupled monolithic solver efficiency on a simple three dimensional flexible shape optimization of a standalone ONERA M6 wing and compare with the existing staggered solver.
o Application to a full aerostructural optimization of a civil transport aircraft composite wing box (typically the NASA Common Research Model configuration).
